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Heterogeneous hydrolysis of dinitrogen pentoxide (N2O5) plays an important role in nighttime nitrate (NO3− )
formation in urban areas, and sometimes influences the occurrence of heavy PM2.5 pollution the next day in the
Seoul Metropolitan Area (SMA), Korea. Here, we discuss the heavy PM2.5 wintertime episode of January 13–15,
2018, which was mainly induced by nighttime N2O5 heterogeneous reaction in the SMA. In our case, we
confirmed that nighttime N2O5 hydrolysis is the most critical factor in the rapid formation of aerosol nitrate at
high levels during the night, which prevailed in the morning of the next day. Our Integrated Process Rate (IPR)
analysis showed that nighttime nitrate production in the episode was almost solely attributable to N2O5
chemistry, with hourly mean production rates of 0.8 ± 0.4 μg/m3 per hour in SMA, which is comparable to the
daytime nitrate photochemical production rates of 0.9 ± 0.5 μg/m3 per hour. We also carried out a series of
assessment of N2O5–driven nitrate formation sensitivity, and relevant errors were quantified by applying
different N2O5 uptake coefficients in the WRF-CMAQ model. The potential errors of nighttime-average nitrate
concentrations induced by N2O5 uptake process were assessed from a linear perspective for the planetary
boundary layer (PBL) variances caused by four different PBL parameterization schemes: YSU, ACM2, MYJ, and
QNSE. The potential error ranges by N2O5 uptake process were analyzed to be 2.3 to 3.5 μg/m3 (~10% relative to
the nighttime-average), while biases of PBL simulations from 4 parameterization schemes were 2.3 ± 1.0 μg/m3,
showing similar ranges in our episode. Although N2O5–driven heavy PM2.5 episodes do not occur often in SMA,
our findings suggest the importance of N2O5 chemistry in vigorous wintertime nitrate formation and operational
prediction errors of such PM2.5 episodes, under the premise of enhanced PBL simulation capabilities.

1. Introduction
Heavy pollution of PM2.5 (Particulate Matter with the aerodynamic
diameter of less than 2.5 μm), particularly secondary PM2.5 is one of the

most urgent societal issues in Northeast Asia, and national measures to
improve PM2.5 air quality have been implemented in South Korea (Kim
et al., 2017a; Kim et al., 2017b). The South Korean government has
established a new standard crisis management manual for PM2.5,
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comprising four different levels (attention, caution, alert, and serious) of
alert standards and an associated response system in the event of heavy
PM2.5, defined as daily average concentrations consecutively exceeding
50 μg/m3 on multiple days. Because atmospheric processes relevant to
heavy PM2.5 are highly complex in urban areas (due to meteorological/
chemical uncertainties, urban morphology, etc.), a basic understanding
of secondary particle formation has become more important (Lee et al.,
2019) and is still a challenge for reliable operational PM2.5 air quality
forecasting.
As themain components of air quality forecasting system, meteo
rology and chemistry are two major factors in determining the PM2.5
concentrations. These two processes are interrelated and sometimes act
in a compensatory direction in the comprehensive regional air quality
model structure, and thus, numerical sensitivity simulations for reliable
predictions are prerequisite. Numerous numerical sensitivity results
documented by the National Institute of Environmental Research (NIER)
based on failed PM2.5 forecasts have shown that the cause of the forecast
uncertainty originating from meteorological variables over the 5 years
(2015–2019) could be attributed to the wind speed overpredictions (of
more than 50%), as well as other factors, such as planetary boundary
layer height, wind direction and temperature (NIER, 2018). In partic
ular, wind speed overprediction has frequently occurred in long-range
transport cases, and it also becomes important in in urban-scale air
quality predictions for high concentrations in stagnant atmospheric
conditions in the Seoul Metropolitan Area (SMA), Korea (Park and Kim,
1999; Kim and Ghim, 2002; Park et al., 2004).
The planetary boundary layer (PBL) refers to the lower atmospheric
layer, with a depth that is generally less than 2 km, in which human
activities take place. PBL has been reported to play an important role in
the vertical distribution of air pollutants (Stull, 1988). Previous studies
have shown the differences and inconsistencies originating from the PBL
parameterization scheme used in modeling studies (Madala et al., 2015;
Kim et al., 2015; Banks and Baldasano, 2016; Mohan and Gupta, 2018;
Sarkar et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2021). Moreover, the importance and
improvement of PBL simulations by turbulence have been highlighted
for air pollution modeling in numerous previous studies (Madala et al.,
2015; Kim et al., 2015; Mohan and Gupta, 2018; Yang et al., 2021). For
example, Kim et al. (2015) studied the sensitivities of the vertical
dispersion of pollutants to different PBL schemes using offline meteo
rology (WRF) and chemistry-transport (Polair3D/Polyphemus) models,
and showed that they influence the PM vertical distributions, not only
because they influence vertical mixing (PBL height and eddy diffusion
coefficient), but also the horizontal wind fields and humidity. Mohan
and Gupta (2018) found that PBL parameterization schemes can also
have a significant impact on exploring the physical mechanism of the
pollution process and predicting the dynamic variations of pollutants,
while PBL-PM2.5 coupled studies were also performed to examine PBL
sensitivity (Su et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2019a; Lee et al., 2019b; Li et al.,
2021).
On the other hand, the analysis of errors originating from chemical
mechanisms is also important. For example, secondary nitrate (NO3− ) is
an important chemical component of PM2.5, and is recognized to be one
of the most highly uncertain factors in predicting PM2.5. In the SMA,
Korea, the mean concentrations of nitrate have generally been higher
than those of sulfate (SO42− ) in recent years (NIER, 2017; Jo et al., 2020;
Kim et al., 2021), while secondary inorganic aerosol (SIA) species are
becoming dominant in PM2.5 (Pathak et al., 2009; Khan et al., 2010;
Squizzato et al., 2012; Shin et al., 2016; Seo et al., 2017). Recently,
PM2.5 forecasting has also explored considerable uncertainties in the
nighttime heterogeneous dinitrogen pentoxide (N2O5) chemistry
(Prabhakar et al., 2017).
Nevertheless, the error quantifications of general biases induced by
chemical processes (i.e., secondary organic/inorganic formation pro
cess) are yet to be assessed and remain highly uncertain in PM2.5 fore
casting. In this context, sensitivity analysis of inorganic species, together
with observational studies to validate the simulation, are needed to

improve the nitrate formation mechanism over Northeast Asia for the
improvement of PM2.5 predictions. This is because nitrate is a major
component in urban areas, and inaccurate representation of nitrate
PM2.5 formation chemistry directly results in severely failed PM2.5
forecasts.
Nitrate aerosols are formed mainly by two atmospheric pathways:
(1) the reaction of OH with NO2 in the daytime and (2) the N2O5 het
erogeneous hydrolysis during nighttime (Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts Jr.,
1997; Ravishankara, 1997; Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts Jr., 2000; Brown
et al., 2006a; Brown et al., 2006b). The product of these two (1) and (2)
reactions, HNO3, is a limiting reagent and/or will thermodynamically
partition to the aerosol phase, depending on the ammonia or other
inorganic gaseous species (Franchin et al., 2018; Ibikunle et al., 2020;
Nenes et al., 2020).
Many previous studies have pointed out that nitrate formation via
N2O5 heterogeneous hydrolysis is important in producing high PM2.5
concentrations, especially during winter, because of the longer night
time length; thus, the N2O5 uptake coefficient (γN2O5) is an uncertain,
but important parameter in N2O5 heterogeneous hydrolysis (Brown
et al., 2006a; Baasandorj et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018). Nevertheless,
the extremely high PM2.5 (i.e., up to the alert or serious levels of pre
dictions) induced purely by nighttime N2O5 formation in urban areas,
did not frequently occur in SMA in Korea. However, the heavy PM2.5
wintertime episode of January 13–15, 2018, was found to be mainly
induced by nighttime N2O5 heterogeneous reaction, inferring from the
modeling-based estimation of reaction rates for HNO3 formation and the
relevant measurement (NIER, 2018). This made it possible to assess
quantitatively the operational PM2.5 predictions system capabilities and
uncertainties on nitrate formation originating from the N2O5 uptake
process in SMA.
In this study, we carried out a series of numerical simulations to (1)
confirm the importance of the N2O5 heterogeneous hydrolysis process in
the SMA during nighttime and (2) compare the uncertainty ranges
originating from two factors: the N2O5 uptake process as an uncertain
factor in the chemistry, and the parameterization of PBL height as an
uncertain factor in meteorology. We first investigated PM2.5 concen
trations and weather conditions and selected stagnant winter days for a
case study to minimize the wind speed uncertainty in the SMA. N2O5
experiments were conducted under the same framework of Jo et al.
(2019), and four PBL schemes (YSU, ACM2, MYJ, and QNSE) were
employed to quantify the PBL bias, while numerical tests were carried
out to evaluate the ranges in PBL errors in the WRF-CMAQ model.
2. Methods and data
2.1. Modeling system and domain
To conduct sensitivity analyses associated with air quality, we
adopted the Weather Research and Forecast model (WRF, https://www.
mmm.ucar.edu/weather-research-and-forecasting-model)
and
the
United States Environmental Protection Agency’s (US EPA’s) Commu
nity Multi-scale Air Quality model (CMAQ v5.0.2, https://www.cmasc
enter.org/cmaq/). The WRF (v3.6.1) was used to provide input meteo
rological fields for the CMAQ (ver. 5.0.2), using the grid nudging tech
nique as a data assimilation method (Bowden et al., 2012; Jeon et al.,
2015a). As initial and boundary conditions for the simulations, the 1◦ ×
1◦ Final Operational Global Analysis (FNL) data of the National Centers
for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) were used, and the SAPRC 99 and
AERO5 aerosol modules were selected for the gas phase and aerosol
phase chemistry, respectively.
The horizontal domain for the WRF-CMAQ simulations comprises
three nested domains with horizontal resolutions of 27, 9, and 3 km over
the SMA, as shown in Fig. 1. For the vertical resolution, 15 layers were
considered with the terrain following sigma coordinates up to 50 kPa.
For anthropogenic emissions, Intercontinental Chemical Transport
Experiment-Phase B (INTEX-B) inventory for the year 2006 (Zhang
2
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Fig. 1. Modeling domains (27 km, 9 km, and 3 km) and terrain features over the Seoul Metropolitan Area (SMA). The red dot represent Bulgwang supersite in Seoul.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

et al., 2009; Li et al., 2014) was used for Northeast Asia, and Inside South
Korea considered here are based on the Clean Air Policy Support System
(CAPSS) inventory for the year 2007 (Kim et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2011).
The biogenic emissions considered here were based on the Model of
Emissions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature (MEGAN) version 2.04
(Guenther, 2006). To evaluate the simulated NO3− uncertainties, pro
cess analysis with integrated process rates (IPRs) and integrated reaction
rates (IRRs) were employed in this study. IPR analysis is a method in
WRF-CMAQ model to track contributions of chemical and transport
processes to the specific pollutant concentrations, and the IRRs analysis
was a technique to investigate chemical sources and losses of pollutants
as well as their impact on nitrate formation. Major atmospheric pro
cesses such as the emissions of primary species, horizontal transport,
vertical transport, gas-phase chemistry, dry deposition, cloud processes,
and aerosol processes can all be estimated from IRR analysis.

2.3. Case selection
Haze events occur frequently during winter in South Korea which
were influenced by both local emissions and/or long-range transported
air pollutants. Wintertime stagnation conditions could promote sec
ondary aerosol formation and the accumulation of particulate matter,
leading to haze events with high concentrations of PM2.5. Regarding
seasonal features, it is especially important to understand the particulate
nitrate formation in winter by N2O5 heterogeneous chemistry, due to the
longer duration of nighttime than in other seasons. In order to examine
the impacts on NO3− and PM2.5 concentrations by nighttime N2O5 het
erogeneous chemistry and PBL height, we selected a heavy PM2.5
pollution case in winter: January 13–15, 2018, where atmospherically
stagnant (with lower wind speed) and relatively high humidity winter
days lasted over consecutive days. We excluded 16–18 January 2018
from our case according to the criteria presented by Jo and Kim (2013),
where the long-range transport process was dominant.
Fig. 2 shows the hourly variations in PM2.5 and Sulfate-NitrateAmmonium (i.e., SO42− , NO3− , and NH4+) concentrations measured at
the Bulgwang site (Fig. 1) located in the central SMA for the period of
January 13–19, 2018. The PM2.5 concentrations rapidly increased from
January 13 to the afternoon of January 14 (Fig. 2a), mainly because of
the accumulation of the local emissions under stagnant atmospheric
conditions. However, from the afternoon of January 15, the influence of
long-range transport was particularly predominant, and the contribu
tion of domestic sources under stagnant atmospheric conditions was
drastically reduced from January 16 to 18.
The speciated chemical compositions of PM2.5 measured at the
Bulgwang site showed that the SNA component during the case period
are 26.6 μg/m3, accounting for 62.6% of PM2.5 mass concentration of
42.3 μg/m3(Fig. 2b). Among the SNA components, NO3− was the major
inorganic ion by mass, with an average ratio of NO3− to PM2.5 of 0.35,
which is approximately triple that of SO42− (ratio: 0.11) and twice that
of NH4+ (ratio: 0.16). In Fig. 2c, the neutralization parameter, fN
(=[NH4+]/ (2[SO42− ] + [NO3− ])) was employed to diagnose the aerosol
acidity. It is recognized that observed fN was found to be 1.19 (excess
aerosol ammonium) in our case. This means no reconciliation with
sulfate-nitrate-ammonium aerosol thermodynamics, except for the case
of the neutralization of organic acids with ammonia (Dinar et al., 2008;
Mensah et al., 2011; Shah et al., 2018), and thus the gas-aerosol parti
tioning of ammonium nitrate has been established under the ‘ammoniarich’ condition. Overall, WRF-CMAQ model simulations also indicated
similar fN (=1.04) to observations, showing the slightly underestimated

2.2. Measurements and meteorological data
In-situ measurements and meteorological observations were used to
evaluate the performance of the WRF-CMAQ modeling system. Chemical
measurements included the total mass and detailed chemical compo
nents obtained from the Bulgwang supersite (126.98◦ E, 37.61◦ N, 67 m
above sea level), as shown in Fig. 1. The Bulgwang supersite is operated
by the National Institute of Environmental Research (NIER) and pro
vides various measurements relevant to PM2.5 chemical species, such as
secondary inorganic aerosol components and trace metal elements data
for SMA. Hourly concentrations of PM2.5, were measured using the β-ray
attenuation method (BAM) (BAM-1020, Met one, USA). As major sec
ondary inorganic aerosol components, water-soluble ions (NO3− , SO42− ,
NH4+; collectively referred to as SNA) were measured by using an
ambient ion monitor (AIM) (URG-9000D, URG Corporation, USA) uti
lizing ion chromatography. More detailed information can be found in
Jeon et al. (2015b).
The meteorological observation data used here include the temper
ature, relative humidity, wind speed, and wind direction provided by the
Korea Meteorological Administration. In addition, we used measured
PBL heights, which were estimated using the vertical profiles of the
backscattering coefficients from a ceilometer, as well as potential tem
peratures observed by a microwave radiometer, as described by Park
(2018).
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Fig. 2. (a)Temporal variations of measurements, (b) speciated mean mass concentrations of PM2.5, SNA, SO42− , NO3− , and NH4+ concentrations measured at
Bulkwang site from 12 to 19 January 2018, and (c) acid aerosol neutralization parameter as given by the molar ratio of [NH4+] to 2[SO42− ] + [NO3− ].

neutralization simulated by model for the case.
The hourly variations in PM2.5 and NO3− concentrations showed
similar patterns, and both the PM2.5 and NO3− concentrations were
relatively higher during nighttime than during daytime, which suggests
that either nighttime NO3− formation or the weak vertical mixing pro
cess was an important contributor to the high PM2.5 during our selected
study period: 1/13/2018 00 LST (15 UTC) to 1/15/2018 00 LST (15
UTC).

approaches simulate an unstable atmosphere more efficiently. Detailed
descriptions of these processes have been reported in previous studies (i.
e., Hu et al., 2010; Shin and Hong, 2011) and these differences can
considerably affect the air quality simulations.
2.5. N2O5 heterogeneous chemistry simulation
The N2O5 heterogeneous hydrolysis is a major loss pathway for NOx
(= NO + NO2) at night, reducing the amount of NOx available for
daytime photochemistry on the following day, while producing nitrate
aerosol contributing to PM2.5. Reactions (R1) to (R5) show nitrate for
mation via N2O5 heterogeneous hydrolysis. The critical parameters
required to determine the impacts of the N2O5 uptake processes are the
rate constant of reaction (R4), especially the N2O5 uptake coefficient
(γN2O5), which describes the possibility by which the collision of an
N2O5 molecule with a particle would result in the production of the
products of the chemical reaction.

2.4. Schemes of PBL sensitivity experiments
To examine the impact of different PBL schemes on PM2.5 simula
tions, four commonly used parameterization schemes; Yonsei University
(YSU), Mellor–Yamada–Janjíc (MYJ), quasi-normal scale elimination
(QNSE), and the Asymmetric Convective Model, version 2 (ACM2), were
implemented in the WRF model in this study. Here, we used YSU as a
base case scheme. MYJ and QNSE are classified as turbulent kinetic
energy closure schemes that use local vertical gradients to predict tur
bulent kinetic energy to obtain vertical diffusion coefficients (Kz) as a
function of height. The YSU and ACM2 schemes are nonlocal PBL
parameterization approaches that estimate PBL height and impose a Kzprofile shape function. Although the comparison results depend on the
atmospheric conditions, local approaches tend to perform effectively in
stable (or neutral) atmospheric stability conditions, whereas nonlocal
4
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(R1)

NO3(g) + NO2(g) →N2 O5(g)

(R2)

N2 O5(g) →NO3(g) + NO2(g)

(R3)
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N2 O5(g) + Cl−

(het) →Y⋅ClNO2(g)

HNO3(g) + NH3(g) →NH4 NO3(s)

During the study period, the overall meteorological features showed
high RH, low temperature, slow surface wind speed, and low PBL height,
which favored the slower dispersion of pollutants, leading to high con
centrations of PM2.5. However, it should be noted that the mean PBL
heights during both daytime and nighttime were underestimated by
66% and 70%, respectively, in our model simulations. Therefore, it
could be expected that this underestimation of PBL height would affect
the overestimation of PM2.5.
The simulation results showed that the concentrations of PM2.5,
NO3− , and NH4+, but not SO42− , are overestimated for the period of 1/
13/2018 00 LST to 1/15/2018 00 LST (Fig. 3). In the current study on
the N2O5-driven nitrogen chemistry, we did not include the detailed
discussion on uncertainties of emission inventories or sulfur chemistry in
SMA; these are found in previous studies (Lee et al., 2019a; Kim et al.,
2021). The overestimation of PM2.5 concentrations was attributed to the
overestimation of the daily mean NO3− and NH4+ by approximately
64% and 30%, respectively. Overestimations were particularly severe
for the period of 1/13/2018 18 LST to 1/14/2018 09 LST. In comparison
to the underestimation reported by Jo et al. (2019), which used a case in
March 2016, this overestimation was partly due to the seasonal feature:
winter aerosols tend to have higher concentrations of nitrate and low
concentrations of organics, due to both shifts in the thermodynamic
equilibrium of ammonium nitrate and reduced oxidation of volatile
organic compounds (Wagner et al., 2013). In our case, however, despite
existing several other uncertainty factors including SMA’s emission
strengths of VOC and NOx, a more important reason for overestimated
nitrate (and thus PM2.5) is the weak vertical mixing process, mainly due
to the underestimated PBL height.

(R4)

N2 O5(g) + H2 O(het) →2HNO3(aq)
+ (2 − Y)⋅HNO3(aq)

(R5)
(R6)

To investigate the impact of the N2O5 uptake processes on NO3−
formation, we performed multiple CMAQ simulations using the frame
work of Jo et al. (2019). The base case (N2O5_ON with YSU PBL scheme)
and two sensitivity tests with differing values of γN2O5 (C_N2O5_ON,
changing N2O5 heterogeneous chemistry by setting from γN2O5 × 0.5 to
γN2O5 × 0.1) were simulated here. The base case in CMAQ (v.5.0.2) uses
a γN2O5 parameterization as a function of inorganic particle composi
tion, temperature, and relative humidity (Davis et al., 2008; McDuffie
et al., 2018a, 2018b), and the differences between base case minus
C_N2O5 case (△C = C_N2O5 – N2O5_ON) represent the impacts of the
N2O5 heterogeneous uptake process.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Base case simulation
The simulated meteorological and chemical variables were
compared with the measurements at the Bulgwang site, as shown in
Fig. 3. For the meteorological variables, 2 m temperature, RH, 10 m
wind speed, and PBL height were extracted at the nearest grid point to
the Bulgwang site. In Fig. 3, the overall simulated meteorological vari
ables generally showed similar temporal variations with the measure
ments, with the exception of the underestimated PBL height. The
resulting index of agreement (IOA) of 2 m temperature, RH, 10 m wind
speed, and PBL height were 0.94, 0.83, 0.57, and 0.50, respectively,
indicating that near-surface variables, such as temperature and RH
showed more reasonable simulations than wind speed and PBL height.

3.2. HNO3 and NO3− concentrations
IPR analysis were conducted at the Bulgwang site to analyze NO3−

Fig. 3. Comparisons of time series of measurements (black dots) and base case simulations (red line) of temperauture, relative humidity, wind speed, and planetary
boundary heigh (PBLH) (left) and PM2.5, NO3− , SO42− , and NH4+ concentrations (right) during13–14 January 2018. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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formation to determine which atmospheric chemical/physical processes
was more influential. Fig. 4 shows the results of the IPR analysis for
HNO3 (a precursor of NO3− ), and NO3− . In Fig. 4, it is clear that N2O5
heterogeneous chemistry accounts for almost all nitrate production

during the nighttime. Although both the aerosol process (abbreviated as
AERO in Fig. 4) and transport process (abbreviated as TRAN in Fig. 4)
are the two dominant contributors, they showed the opposite patterns.
The opposite contribution of AERO is due to the gas-aerosol equilibrium
of NH4NO3, where particulate NH4NO3 is produced while gaseous HNO3
is consumed under atmospheric conditions of low temperature and high
humidity during nighttime in winter. In our study period, AERO (with
the maximum of 1.89 μg/m3 per hour) contributed to formation of NO3−
while TRAN (with the maximum of 2.08 μg/m3 per hour) contributed to
loss of HNO3, indicating that AERO and TRAN processes of NO3− are the
main two balancing components. During the nighttime, the nitrate
production rate was 0.8 ± 0.4 μg/m3 per hour, which is comparable to a
daytime nitrate production rate of 0.9 ± 0.5 μg/m3 per hour in SMA,
again indicating the dominance of nitrate production by the N2O5 route,
with negligible influences from other processes.
Unlike NO3− , the chemical process (abbreviated as CHEM in Fig. 4)
showed a positive contribution to HNO3 during the daytime. This can be
interpreted as indicating that HNO3 was produced by NO2 + OH through
the photochemical oxidation of NOx during the day, and by the N2O5 +
H2O process at night, as estimated by the IRR analysis of the gas-phase
chemistry module (Fig. 4).
The homogeneous formation of HNO3 from N2O5(g) + H2O(g) in
Fig. 4 is a part of the nitrate formation reaction at night, but proceeds
more slowly than the heterogeneous formation of HNO3 by the hetero
geneous hydrolysis of N2O5 on and/or within aqueous aerosol particles
(Wahner et al., 1998; Ren et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2014; Phillips et al.,
2016). It should be noted that the heterogeneous formation of HNO3 on
aerosol was not calculated in the gas-phase chemistry module, but this
reaction, together with the reaction relevant to nighttime N2O5 het
erogeneous chemistry, were all accounted for in the AERO process in the
IPR analysis for HNO3 and NO3− (Fig. 4). As a result, the contribution of
AERO was found to be significant and pronounced at night, when the
NO3− concentration increased (or HNO3 concentration decreased)
rapidly (Fig. 4).
3.3. Vertical distributions of chemical species relevant to N2O5 chemistry
Fig. 5 shows the vertical distributions of NO, NO2, O3, NO3, N2O5,
and NO3− concentrations simulated by base run of WRF-CMAQ. Overall,
the vertical distributions showed similar results of Jo et al. (2019) which
explained the nighttime NO3− formation process by N2O5 heterogeneous
chemistry. Nevertheless, NO3 and N2O5 showed lower concentrations
compared to those reported by Jo et al. (2019), which is partly due to the
seasonal characteristics mentioned earlier. Wang et al. (2018) pointed
out that NO3, N2O5, and O3 levels are much lower in winter due to the
short daytime length and weak solar radiation.
It should be also noted that the production rate of NO3− (in Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6) is almost zero at night, whereas, in Fig. 4, large chemical pro
duction of HNO3 or NO3− at night was found through N2O5 uptake
process. This is because the rates were integrated across the PBL in
Fig. 4, thereby showing larger chemical production of HNO3 or NO3−
through N2O5 uptake at night. This is also consistent with the previous
studies (Womack et al., 2019; McDuffie et al., 2019) the rate of HNO3
production was maximized at higher altitudes, as it removed at the
surface via NO titration effect caused by higher NO emissions.
The concentration of NO3, which is mainly formed by the reaction of
NO2 and O3, was relatively lower in this study because of the reduced O3
level, and the production of NO3 was suppressed by the titration of O3 by
NO near the surface. However, the concentrations of N2O5 were higher
during nighttime and at lower altitudes than NO3. This is mainly because
N2O5 was formed by reaction (R2), which requires both NO3 and NO2,
and NO2 is more abundant at altitudes closer to the ground level. As the
equilibrium partitioning between NO3 and N2O5 is determined by the
NO2 level and ambient air temperature, N2O5 is favored by both higher
NO2 concentrations and lower temperature in the current study period.
In this study, it was also noted that the simulated NO3− concentration

Fig. 4. Time series of integrated process rates for HNO3 (a) and NO3− (b) by
aerosol (aero), cloud (clds), dry deposition (ddep), emission (emis) and trans
port, and integrated reaction rates for HNO3 formation (c) during 13–14
January 2018.
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Fig. 5. Time series of vertical NO, O3, NO2, NO3, N2O5 and NO3− concentrations, relative humidity (RH), and temperature (Temp) during 13–14 January 2018
simulated at Bulkwang site (base case). Black dots (ㆍ) represent simulated planetary boundary layer heights.

was higher despite a relatively lower N2O5 concentration than that in Jo
et al. (2019). This can be attributed to the rapid heterogeneous hydro
lysis of N2O5, which consumes N2O5, produces HNO3 and subsequently
contributes to NO3− formation by favorable particle-side partitioning
due to low air temperatures in winter.

3.4. Sensitivity analyses of factors influencing simulated PM2.5
concentrations
3.4.1. N2O5 heterogeneous reaction probability (uptake coefficients)
Fig. 6 shows the time series of PM2.5, NO3− , and N2O5 concentrations
from the CMAQ simulations by changing only the N2O5 uptake co
efficients. The sensitivity results showed lower NO3− and PM2.5 con
centrations in comparison to both the base case (N2O5_ON) and
C2_N2O5_ON cases, as lower N2O5 uptake coefficients were used in this
study. Compared with N2O5_ON simulation, the modeled mean NO3−
7
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Fig. 6. Time series of measured and modeled PM2.5 (a) and NO3− (b) concentrations, and modeled N2O5 concentrations during 13–14 January 2018 at Bulkwang site
(model: N2O5_ON (base case), and C_ N2O5_ON (base γN2O5 × 0.5, base γN2O5 × 0.1)).

Fig. 7. Time series of vertical NO3, N2O5, NO3− , and PM2.5 concentrations from 13 to 14 January 2018 at Bulkwang site [model: N2O5_ON (base case), and C_
N2O5_ON (base γN2O5 × 0.5, base γN2O5 × 0.1)]. Black dots (ㆍ) represent the simulated planetary boundary layer heights.
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concentrations in both C1_N2O5_ON and C2_N2O5_ON simulations
decreased by 6.9% (22.2 versus 23.7 μg/m3) and 30% (18.2 versus 23.7
μg/m3), respectively; thus, the PM2.5 concentrations were also reduced
by 3.6% (62.14 versus 64.38 μg/m3) and 14.24% (56.35 versus 64.38
μg/m3).
Contrastingly, the N2O5 concentration increased due to the reduced
N2O5 loss, indicating that N2O5 can be easily converted to HNO3 at low
temperature and high relative humidity. Considering the relatively large
differences in the period from late night on January 13 to early morning
on January 14, 2018, it is clear that N2O5 heterogeneous chemistry has
the potential to build-up NO3− with even lower N2O5 uptake
coefficients.
Fig. 7 shows the vertical variations in the simulated NO3, N2O5,
NO3− , and PM2.5, from N2O5_ON (base case), C1_N2O5_ON, and
C2_N2O5_ON at the Bulgwang site. The simulated PBL heights (black
dots) are also shown in Fig. 7. The sensitivity simulations showed that
NO3 and N2O5 concentrations increased as the N2O5 uptake coefficients
decreased (C1_N2O5_ON and C2_N2O5_ON), which was due to the
reduction in N2O5 removal. The differences in NO3− and PM2.5 con
centrations between N2O5_ON and C2_N2O5_ON (γN2O5 × 0.1) became
relatively larger with noticeable differences (18–24 LST on January 13,
2018) as HNO3 formation via heterogeneous conversion of N2O5
decreased.
Our results suggest that the uncertainty in N2O5 heterogeneous hy
drolysis is the most significant process during the nighttime over the
study period. Moreover, our findings indicate that the particulate nitrate
formation via N2O5 uptake can be the most dominant formation
pathway during nighttime in the urban areas of Northeast Asia, such as

Seoul, even with a low N2O5 uptake coefficient.
3.4.2. PBL
The sensitivity of PBL parameterizations to surface PM2.5 concen
trations was examined by comparing parameterization schemes. The
results showed that biases of wind speed from the four different PBL
schemes were more indicative. The MYJ and QNSE-EDMF schemes
produced higher wind speed than other schemes (YSU and ACM2),
whereas similar performances in the temperature and relative humidity
were found between schemes.
Fig. 8 shows the results of the sensitivities from four different PBL
schemes, indicating that all schemes, except for QNSE-EDMF, clearly
underestimate PBL height over the study period. In particular, the
QNSE-EDMF scheme showed relatively better agreement with the
measurement, whereas the other three schemes showed a large under
estimation of PBL height at night and in the early morning. Table 1
summarizes the evaluated statistical performances by employing the
mean Pearson correlation coefficient (R), index of agreement (IOA), root
mean square error (RMSE), mean bias (MB), normalized mean bias
(NMB), and normalized mean error (NME) for each of the four PBL
schemes. The model evaluation parameters found in Emery et al. (2016)
and Willmott (1982).
All schemes, except for the QNSE-EDMF scheme, showed over
estimated PM2.5 and NO3− concentrations mainly due to the PBL height
underestimation. For example, over the period of 1/13/2018 18 LST to
1/14/2018 09 LST, three other schemes simulated poor diurnal varia
tion of PBL height, while simulated PBL height was immediately reduced
as the heat transfer was reduced.

Fig. 8. Time series of measured and modeled planetary boundary height (PBLH), PM2.5, and NO3− during 13–14 January 2018 at Bulkwang site using the different
PBL schemes (YSU, QNSE-EDMF, MYJ, and ACM2).
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Table 1
Statistical summary of the simulated and measured planetary boundary layer (PBL) heights.
PBL Schemes
OBS
YSU
MYJ
ACM2
QNSE

All
Day
Night
All
Day
Night
All
Day
Night
All
Day
Night
All
Day
Night

Mean

R

IOA

RMSE

MB

NMB

NME

537.6
630.6
450.9
169.9
209.0
126.0
326.9
368.2
258.8
209.8
279.1
142.2
519.1
628.7
409.5

⋅
⋅
⋅
0.49
0.26
0.76
0.63
0.53
0.84
0.62
0.48
0.72
0.69
0.67
0.55

⋅
⋅
⋅
0.49
0.49
0.47
0.69
0.66
0.73
0.53
0.54
0.49
0.76
0.72
0.69

⋅
⋅
⋅
425.4
483.4
355.8
351.0
379.7
303.9
384.1
416.7
342.6
204.5
236.8
165.8

⋅
⋅
⋅
− 356.8
− 395.3
− 324.9
− 199.7
− 236.1
− 192.1
− 316.9
− 325.3
− 308.7
− 7.5
24.4
− 41.4

⋅
⋅
⋅
− 67.4
− 64.8
− 70.9
− 47.7
− 45.1
− 56.5
− 61.3
− 54.9
− 67.3
4.94
7.27
2.57

⋅
⋅
⋅
67.4
64.8
70.9
62.6
54.6
68.7
61.3
54.9
67.3
31.6
30.1
34.0

On daily average, NO3− concentration simulated by YSU, MYJ, and
ACM2 schemes ranged from 23.2–23.7 μg/m3, showing overestimation
of up to 20% against in-situ measurement of 15.06 μg/m3. However,
unlike the three schemes, the QNSE-EDMF scheme exhibited similar
PM2.5 and NO3− concentrations. The daily average from the QNSEEDMF scheme is approximately 19.42 μg/m3, which is reduced by up
to 22.5% compared with the other three schemes, YSU, MYJ, and ACM2.
Similarly, PM2.5 concentrations were decreased by 22%, showing similar
levels of measured PM2.5 (42.30 μg/m3). However, the correlation co
efficient (R) between the QNSE-EDMF scheme and measurement is
relatively lower with a value of 0.68 for NO3− and 0.64 for PM2.5. This
contrasts to the R from other three PBL schemes, such as 0.81–0.87 for
NO3− (0.80–0.85 for PM2.5).
Fig. 9 shows the vertical variations of NO3, N2O5, NO3− , and PM2.5, at

the Bulgwang site from four different PBL schemes against the measured
PBL heights. In Fig. 9, relatively noticeable biases were found over the
period of 1/13/2018 18 LST to 1/14/2018 06 LST. During the night,
three schemes, except for the QNSE-EDMF scheme, underestimated the
PBL height with weakened vertical mixing, resulting in higher NO3− and
PM2.5. The QNSE-EDMF showed similar PBL heights and NO3− levels to
those of the observations due to reasonable vertical dispersion
processes.
However, on the morning of the next day, all schemes overestimated
PM2.5 and NO3− concentrations, presumably due to the nighttime NO3−
formation and the uncertainty of mixing-down process toward the
ground level despite the overestimated PBL height. This result implies
that PBL height is one of the key factors affecting the improvement of
PM2.5 predictions. Thus, a very detailed and well-designed

Fig. 9. Time series of modeled vertical NO3, N2O5, NO3− and PM2.5 concentrations from 13 to 14 January 2018 at Bulkwang site using the different planetary
boundary layer (PBL) schemes (YSU, QNSE-EDMF, MYJ, and ACM2). Black dots (ㆍ) and black lines represent measured and simulated PBL heights, respectively.
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Fig. 10. Ranges in variations originating from the N2O5 uptake process vs. planetary boundary layer from four different parameterizations of YSU, QNSE-EDMF,
MYJ, and ACM2 schemes during 13–14 January 2018.

measurement-simulation study directly targeting the PBL height and its
relevant parameters, such as vertical eddy diffusivity and surface layer
flux, would be of great significance for precise nitrate predictions.
Fig. 10 shows the approximate range of errors for the day and night
over the study period. We examined the errors originating from both the
heterogeneous N2O5 uptake process and four different PBL parameteri
zations for day and nighttime. Here, daytime and nighttime are defined
as 07–18 LST and 19–06 LST, respectively. The period-to-period average
(from day- and night-time average) changes originating from different
N2O5 uptake coefficient were found to be 2.3–3.5 μg/m3 for nitrate
(3.2–5.0 μg/m3 for PM2.5), and those from four PBL-schemes were
1.2–3.1 μg/m3 for nitrate (4.5–10.3 μg/m3 for PM2.5), showing a rela
tively smaller error range of N2O5 uptake process (~10% relative to
nighttime average) than the PBL parameterization bias (~15% relative
to nighttime average) in our episode.
However, it is difficult to directly compare the bias ranges between
the N2O5 uptake process and the PBL estimation. This is because the
former is the absolute concentration difference between with and
without N2O5 heterogeneous chemical processes, whereas the latter
refers to the relative error estimated from each of the four parameteri
zation schemes. It should also be noted that the magnitude of the bias
varies depending on the weather condition variables, such as precipi
tation, surface wind speed, and other cloud parameters. This may be
more exaggerated in higher-emission areas. Nevertheless, the direction
and results of our chemistry-meteorology bias-comparison will provide a
good basic estimate for the relevant variables for urban areas, or more or
less polluted sub-urban areas.

γN2O5 in the chemistry module of CMAQ.
We first confirmed that nighttime N2O5 hydrolysis is the most critical
factor at nighttime, and N2O5 heterogeneous chemistry has the potential
to support the build-up of NO3− , even with a lower N2O5 uptake coef
ficient than the default value embedded in the CAMQ model in winter
conditions in urban areas, such as Seoul, Korea. The IPR analysis showed
that N2O5-relevant chemistry accounts for almost all nitrate production
during the nighttime with hourly mean production rate of 0.8 ± 0.4 μg/
m3 per hour, comparable to daytime production rate of 0.9 ± 0.5 μg/m3
per hour, showing ~10% simulations relative to the nighttime average
of nitrate.
Other sensitivity experiments with different PBL schemes indicated
that the PBL height could be attributed to the performance of simulated
PM2.5. Unlike the three schemes (YSU, ACM2, and MYJ), the QNSEEDMF scheme showed PBL heights similar to measurements, and also
contributed to improving the performance of simulating NO3− and
PM2.5 concentrations. The QNSE-EDMF scheme showed relatively good
model performance at night, which implies the importance of N2O5
heterogeneous chemistry and its potential contribution to NO3− for
mation in the urban areas of Northeast Asia, such as Seoul, Korea.
The error ranges of nitrate originating from both the control of the
N2O5 uptake coefficient and PBL parameterization were found to range
from 2.3–3.5 μg/m3, and 1.2–3.1 μg/m3, respectively, showing a rela
tively smaller error range of N2O5 uptake process (~10% relative to
nighttime average) than the PBL parameterization bias (~15% relative
to nighttime average) in the episode studied.
Our results suggest that improving the representation of PBL height
and NO3− formation by N2O5 heterogeneous chemistry contributes to
the reasonable simulation of NO3− and PM2.5 concentrations. However,
our case study is a sensitivity test for a limited period; thus, additional
modeling and observational studies are needed to precisely predict
PM2.5 concentrations and forecast PM2.5 pollution levels. Given the
reasons leading to high PM2.5 concentrations that were diagnosed from
this study, more general conclusions can be arrived at from much spe
cific PBL characteristics under many environmental conditions, together
with the daytime aerosol radiative feedback to the nighttime aerosol (or
its precursors) during the aerosol formation processes.

4. Summary and conclusions
This study analyzed the sensitivity of major meteorological and
chemical uncertainty factors that greatly affect the accuracy of air
quality models. The WRF-CMAQ was applied to simulate experiments on
the PBL as a meteorology uncertainty factor and N2O5 uptake coefficient
as a chemical uncertainty factor to identify the effect on the results of
PM2.5 numerical simulation in winter. The study period covered January
13–15, 2018, during which the measured NO3− concentrations indicated
that the nighttime heterogeneous N2O5 chemistry accounted for a large
fraction of PM2.5. We subsequently carried out model sensitivity tests
and evaluated the prediction capabilities of PM2.5 concentrations by PBL
height using four different PBL parameterization schemes and changing
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